THE TWELVE
You have arrived... Celebrate Food, Celebrate Wine, Celebrate Life

The Hotel at the Crossroads where history and tradition meet luxury and style... The hotel at the crossroads where luxury and tradition meet history and style. Just a stone’s throw from Galway’s ‘City of the Tribes’, The Twelve in Bearna is set in the celebrated beauty of the West of Ireland on the fringe of Connemara, where traditional Ireland and tradition meet luxury and style. . .

JANUARY – Golden 55 Special

The Twelve is celebrating the centenary of its birth. So to celebrate, we’re offering our Golden 55 Special - a wonderful 55% off all accommodation, dining and spa treatments. . . just for you! . . just for you! . .

FEBRUARY – Galway’s Oyster Festival

Three weeks of shiny local oysters, Guinness and other gourmet delights. Classes commence in June and run during the summer months. After summer, select numbers of dates are available.

MARCH – Our Birthday Month!

Stars are rising. Violins are blue. Sugar is Sweet. But you’re going to love The Twelve. The ultimate destination of the Twelve, Ireland’s sweet treat. Enjoy special themed packages for the love of your life.

JUNE – Galway Food Festival

A month long celebration of food and wine. A celebration of culinary creativity with an entertainment programme of theatre, special talks, masterclasses, music, dance and street entertainment – one big party. .

JULY – Food & Wine Festival

The ultimate celebration of food and wine. Taking place each July in the city of Galway, FoodFest is the world’s largest celebration of food and drink, human and cultural diversity, and the way food and drink are good for the soul, body and planet. .

AUGUST – Galway Arts Festival

A month long celebration of arts and culture. An international programme of theatre, music, dance, art, film, talks and more. .

SEPTEMBER – Galway Theatre Festival

A celebration of theatre, with over 50 productions across a huge variety of venues. .

OCTOBER – A Love Affair

A day of gracing and intimate bliss with the world of chocolate, food and wine. A day of gracing and intimate bliss with the world of chocolate, food and wine. A day of gracing and intimate bliss with the world of chocolate, food and wine.

NOVEMBER – Galway Autumn Food Festival

A celebration of food and drink with the world of chocolate, food and wine. A celebration of food and drink with the world of chocolate, food and wine. A celebration of food and drink with the world of chocolate, food and wine.

DECEMBER – Twelve/Twelve

Stay tuned on Social Media for the usual unexpected happenings.

MEET @ THE TWELVE

The Twelve is the perfect setting for your meetings and conferences. As meeting venues feature nightclub, bar, ballroom, and tradition and a full range of state-of-the-art audio visual equipment. From high profile galas, to fashion shows, media launches & breakfast meetings; from tasting menus to strolling dinners or corporate retreats, whatever your unique needs, the events team at The Twelve is here to craft an event that is specifically designed to meet your style & make a statement.

- Secure on site underground hotel car park
- Technical expertise
- State of the art equipment
- Professional staff
- Flexible meeting spaces
- Onsite catering
- Audio Visual Services

www.thetwelvehotel.ie
Approaching Galway follow signs for Galway City/Salthill. Continue on through Salthill village and follow the road until you reach a T-Junction. Left at this junction and continue on into the village of Salthill. Turn right at the crossroads/tight in the centre of the village. Take the first left into The Twelve car park and relax you have arrived...